FACULTY OF ARTS

1. Rahim Bux Khan Gold Medal
   RAZIA
   M.A. Examination in Arabic (secured not less than 75% marks)

2. Allama Abdul Aziz Memon Gold Medal
   RAZIA
   M.A. Examination in Arabic (Stood First)

3. Shaheed Khalid Bin Waleed Gold Medal
   NIAZ AHMED SIDDQUI
   First Class First position in M.A Criminology (Evening Programme).

4. Rashid Minhas Shaheed Gold Medal
   AYESHA KHALID
   M.A. Examination in Economics (Stood First)

5. Dr. Syed Kamaluddin Naqvi Gold Medal
   SALMA HAIDER
   M.A. Examination in English Language (Stood First)

6. Fazalur Rehman Gold Medal
   NASIRA SAFDER
   M.A. Examination in Education (First Class First)

7. Dr. Hameeda Khatoon Naqvi Gold Medal
   SAKINA ABDUL RASHID
   B.A.(Hons). Examination in General History (Stood First)  

8. Shah Muhammad Khuhro Gold Medal
   SAKINA ABDUL RASHID
   M.A. Examination in General History (Stood First) 

9. Shah Muhammad Khuhro Gold Medal
   MUBASSHRAH SHAFIQ
   M.A. Examination in General History (Stood First)

    RUBINA RASHEED
    M.A. Examination in Islamic History (Stood First)

11. SPIL Gold Medal
    SADIA SHEIKH
    M.L.I.S. Examination in Library & Inf Science (Stood First)

12. Hamid Zuberi Memorial Gold Medal
    RABIA RAHIM
    B.A.(Hons) Examination in Mass Communication (First Class First)
13 Union Insurance Co. Cairo Aircrash Journalist Victims Memorial Gold Medal
NAUREEN AQUEEL
M.A. Examination in Mass Communication (Stood First)

14 Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medal
UZMA YOUNUS
1st Class 1st position in the discipline of Master’s in Administrative Science (M.A.S.).

15 Dr. M.M. Ahmad Gold Medal
SAFIA BANO
M.A. Examination in Philosophy (Stood First)

16 Sir Muhammad Yamin Khan Gold Medal
SABA SYED
M.A. Examination in Political Science (Stood First)

17 Muhammad Usman Memorial Gold Medal
KANWAL QADEER
M.A. Examination in Psychology (Stood First)

18 Sindh Police Gold Medal
MAHWASH KHUSBOO
M.P.A. Examination in Public Administration (Stood First)

19 Syed Hashim Raza Gold Medal
HUMA AZHAR
M.A. Examination in Pakistan Studies (First Class First)

20 Dada Mangha Ram Mehtani Gold Medal
SOFIA
M.A. Examination in Sindhi (First Class First)

21 Rana Liaquat Gold Medal
SHUMAILA BINTE REHMAT
M.A. Examination in Social Work (Stood First)

22 Abdul Hameed Kiani Memorial Gold Medal
FAIZ RASOOL
M.A. Examination in Sociology (Stood First)

23 Dr. Mahmud Hussain Memorial Gold Medal
FAIZ RASOOL
M.A. Examination (Overall First Position in the entire Faculty of Arts)

24 Society for Promotion of Special Education Gold Medal
HAFSA IFTIKHAR
M.S.E. Examination in Special Education (Stood First)

25 Yadgar-e-Jigar Gold Medal
ALIZA
M.A. Examination in Urdu Literature (Stood First)

26 Azhar Ali Siddiqui Gold Medal
MUNEEZA KHAN
B.A. (Hons) Examination in Visual Studies (First Class First)
27 Mian Muhammad Shafi Gold Medal
ZOOFISHAN ARIF
M.Sc. Examination in Applied Chemistry (Stood First)

28 Kabir Bhiemji Gold Medal
FARHAN SHAKIL
M.Sc. Examination in Applied Physics (Stood First)

29 Syed Abid Ali Zaidi Gold Medal
MUNIZA SHAIKH
M.Sc. Examination in Biochemistry (First Class First)

30 Mahmood-ul-Haque Usmani Gold Medal
ANIQA SHAHID
M.Sc. Examination in Biotechnology (First Class First)

31 Mrs. H.B. Qureshi Gold Medal
ALMAS AHMED
M.Sc. Examination in Botany (Stood First)

32 Karachi Cotton Association Gold Medal
ALMAS AHMED
M.Sc. Examination in Botany (Secured Highest Marks in Plant Pathology)

33 Najma Rizvi Gold Medal
FARAZ UL HAQ
M.Sc. Examination in Chemistry (Stood First)

34 Begum Fahmida Shabbar Hassan Gold Medal
FARAZ UL HAQ
M.Sc. Examination in Chemistry (Stood First)

35 Dr. Rafat Hussain Memorial Gold Medal
FARAZ UL HAQ
M.Sc. Examination (Secured highest marks in Organic Chemistry)

36 Dr. Syed Ahmed Faseeh Gold Medal
NAVEED MOFIZ
M.Sc. Examination in Chemistry (First Class with Highest Marks in Analytical Chemistry)

37 Universal Chemical Industries Ltd. Gold Medal
SAADIA MEHMOOD RAJA
M.Sc. Examination First Class (Secured highest marks in Inorganic Chemistry)

38 Hanif Adamjee Gold Medal
ANJUM YOUSUF
M.Sc. Examination in Chemistry (Secured Highest Marks in Physical Chemistry)

39 PIBAS Gold Medal
HIRA IQBAL
M.C.S. Examination in Computer Science (Stood First)

40 Miss Hena Ahmad Gold Medal
NAILA ASIF
M.Sc. Examination in Economics (Stood First)
41 Brooke Bond Gold Medal
AYESHA MARIUM
B.Sc.(Hons). Examination in Food Science & Technology (Stood First)

42 National Food Gold Medal
AYESHA MARIUM
M.Sc. Examination in Food Science & Technology (First Class First)

43 National Food Gold Medal
SANIA WAQAR
M.Sc. Examination in Food Science & Technology (First Class First)

44 Syed Abid Ali Zaidi Gold Medal
S. ARSALAN ABBAS ZAIDI
M.Sc. Examination in Genetics (First Class First)

45 Karachi Cotton Association Gold Medal
S. ARSALAN ABBAS ZAIDI
M.Sc. Examination in Genetics (Secured Highest Marks in Plant Breeding)

46 Miss Riffat Sultana Gold Medal
FARYAL AJAZ
M.Sc. Examination in Geography (Stood First)

47 Pakistan Chrome Mines Ltd. Gold Medal
AREEBA AYAZ
M.Sc. Examination in Geology (Stood First)

48 Efroze Chemical Industries Pvt Ltd. Gold Medal
HINA ASLAM IMDAD
M.Sc. Exam. in Health & Physical Education (Stood First)

49 Sir Shah Muhammad Sulaiman Gold Medal
NOOR FATIMA SIDDIQUI
M.Sc. Examination in Applied Mathematics (Stood first and having secured at least 80% marks)

50 Shamim Ahmed and Maqsood Ali Memorial Gold Medal
HINA ZAHEER
M.Sc. Examination in Mathematics (Pure) (Stood First)

51 Sabrang Gold Medal
HINA ZAHEER
M.Sc. Examination (Overall First Position in the entire Faculty of Science)

52 Lady Nusrat Abdullah Haroon Gold Medal
WAJEEHA
M.Sc. Examination in Microbiology (Stood First)

53 Glaxo Smith Kline Gold Medal
TOOBA AFAQ
B.Sc.(Hons) Examination in Physiology (Stood First)

54 Sabrang Gold Medal
TOOBA AFAQ
M.Sc. Examination (Overall First Position in the entire Faculty of Science)
55 Philips Electrical Co. of Pakistan Gold Medal
ZAIN RAHIM
M.Sc. Examination in Physics (First Class First)

56 Dr. Haseen Fatima Memorial Gold Medal
SANA
B.Sc.(Hons) Examination in Zoology (Stood First)

57 Dr. Mrs. B.B. Qureshi Gold Medal
SANA
M.Sc. Examination in Zoology (Stood First)

58 Prof. Dr. Nasima M. Tirmizi Gold Medal
SANA
M.Sc. Examination in Zoology (First Class First)

59 Dr. Mrs. B.B. Qureshi Gold Medal
NAZIA ARSHAD
M.Sc. Examination in Zoology (Stood First)

60 Prof. Dr. Nasima M. Tirmizi Gold Medal
NAZIA ARSHAD
M.Sc. Examination in Zoology (First Class First)

FACULTY OF PHARMACY

61 Hakeem Sons Chemical Industries Gold Medal
NOOR UN NAMIA
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stood First)

62 Prof. S.M.S. Zoha Gold Medal
NOOR UN NAMIA
Pharm-D Examination (Secured best CGPR in Pharmacy)

63 Fauzia Rashid Gold Medal
NOOR UN NAMIA
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stood First)

64 Amna Feroz Gold Medal
NOOR UN NAMIA
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stands First)

FACULTY OF ISLAMIC STUDIES

65 Ebrahim Bawani Gold Medal
HAFIZ WAQAS KHAN
B.A.(Hons). Examination in Islamic Learning (First Class First)

66 Muhammad Ali Habib Memorial Gold Medal
HAFIZA MARIA H. PADHIAR
M.A. Examination in Islamic Learning (First Class First)

67 Saiyid Yaqoob Zaidi Gold Medal
HABIBUR REHMAN
M.A. Examination in Al-Qur’an & Sunnah (First Class First)

FACULTY OF COMMERCE & BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

68 Premier Distributors Gold Medal
FAIZA HINA
M.Com. Examination (Stood First)
69 West Pakistan Management Assoc. Gold Medal  
FAHAD MAHMOOD  
Overall best performance at the M.B.A. Examination.

70 Habib Bank Gold Medal  
FAHAD MAHMOOD  
Best performance in Finance at the M.B.A. Examination.

71 West Pakistan Management Assoc. Gold Medal  
RIDA NADIR  
Overall best performance at the M.B.A. Examination.

72 Pakistan Tobacco Co. Gold Medal  
RIDA NADIR  
Best performance in Marketing at the M.B.A. Examination.
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FACULTY OF ARTS

73 Shaheed Khalid Bin Waleed Gold Medal  
MUHAMMAD ZAMIR SIDDIQUI  
First Class First position in M.A Criminology (Evening Programme).

74 Ahmed E.H. Jaffer Gold Medal  
MARIUM ANIS  
M.A. Examiantion in English (Stood First)

75 Fazalur Rehman Gold Medal  
SYEDA UJALA ARIF  
M.A. Examination in Education (First Class First)

76 Nawab Siddiq Ali Khan Gold Medal  
FAIZA  
M.A. Examination in Islamic History (Stood First)

77 SPIL Gold Medal  
BIBI WASEEMA  
M.L.I.S. Examination in Library & Inf Science (Stood First)

78 Muhammad Usman Memorial Gold Medal  
MADIHA SHAUKAT  
M.A. Examination in Psychology (Stood First)

79 Syed Hashim Raza Gold Medal  
NABEELA REHMAN  
M.A. Examination in Pakistan Studies (First Class First)

80 Abdul Hameed Kiani Memorial Gold Medal  
SAIMA  
M.A. Examination in Sociology (Stood First)

81 Society for Promotion of Special Education Gold Medal  
HUMA AMBREEN  
M.S.E. Examination in Special Education (Stood First)

82 Yadgar-e-Jigar Gold Medal  
SHAKRA BEGUM  
M.A. Examination in Urdu Literature (Stood First)
83 Dr. Mahmud Hussain Memorial Gold Medal
SHAKRA BEGUM
M.A. Examination (Overall First Position in the entire Faculty of Arts)

84 Azhar Ali Siddiqui Gold Medal
AISHA IFTIKHAR
B.A. (Hons) Examination in Visual Studies (First Class First)

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

85 Amna Feroz Gold Medal
MEHWISH QASEEM
First Position in Bachelor of Engineering B.E.

86 Kabir Bhiemji Gold Medal
SAAD AHMED SIDDQUI
M.Sc. Examination in Applied Physics (Stood First)

87 Mahmood-ul-Haque Usmani Gold Medal
ANUM GUL
M.Sc. Examination in Biotechnology (First Class First)

88 Syed Abid Ali Zaidi Gold Medal
HIRA ABDUL RAZZAK
M.Sc. Examination in Genetics (First Class First)

89 Karachi Cotton Association Gold Medal
ANUM ANIS KAZI
M.Sc. Examination in Genetics (Secured Highest Marks in Plant Breeding)

90 Pakistan Chrome Mines Ltd. Gold Medal
SUMAYYA ISMAIL
M.Sc. Examination in Geology (Stood First)

91 Shamim Ahmed and Maqsood Ali Memorial Gold Medal
TOOBA FAYYAZ
M.Sc. Examination in Mathematics (Pure) (Stood First)

92 Lady Nusrat Abdullah Haroon Gold Medal
MEHAK NAWAZ
M.Sc. Examination in Microbiology (Stood First)

93 Millwala Gold Medal
TANZILA YAQOOB
M.Sc. Examination in Statistics (First Class First)

FACULTY OF PHARMACY

94 Hakeem Sons Chemical Industries Gold Medal
KHALID MEHMOOD KHATTAK
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stood First)

95 Prof. S.M.S. Zoha Gold Medal
KHALID MEHMOOD KHATTAK
Pharm-D Examination (Secured best CGPR in Pharmacy)

96 Fauzia Rashid Gold Medal
KHALID MEHMOOD KHATTAK
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stood First)
97 Amna Feroz Gold Medal  
KHALID MEHMOOD KHATTAK  
Pharm-D Examination in Pharmacy (Stands First)

FACULTY OF ISLAMIC STUDIES

98 Muhammad Ali Habib Memorial Gold Medal  
MUHAMMAD TARIQ KHAN  
M.A. Examination in Islamic Learning (First Class First)  
BY CONV.

99 Saiyid Yaqoob Zaidi Gold Medal  
MIRZA MASOOD BAIG  
M.A. Examination in Al-Qur’an & Sunnah (First Class First)

100 Union Insurance Co. Cairo Aircrash Journalist Victims Memorial Gold Medal  
JAVARIA HINA  
M.A. Examination in Mass Communication (Stood First)  
BY CONV.